418  **Applied linguistics**

Including prescriptive linguistics; comprehensive works on instruction in lipreading with respect to multiple languages, comprehensive works on use of signs and fingerspelling for manual coding of multiple standard spoken languages

Class descriptive linguistics in 411–415; class dictionaries in 413; class lexicography in 413.028; class applied linguistics applied to geographic variations, to modern nongeographic variations of languages in 417.2

*For use of signs and fingerspelling for manual coding of a specific spoken language, see the language, plus notation 891 from Table 4, e.g., use of signs and fingerspelling to represent standard English 428.91, use of British Sign Language signs to represent standard English 428.9141; for lipreading a specific language, see the language, plus notation 8954 from Table 4, e.g., lipreading English 428.954; for a specific aspect of applied linguistics provided for elsewhere, see the aspect, e.g., language for special purposes 401.47, rhetoric 808.04*